POST TYPE PT1
POST ON STRUCTURE
('THREEBEAM' AND TOP RAIL) 128

POST TYPE PT2
POST ON STRUCTURE
('THREEBEAM') 128

POST TYPE PT3
POST OFF STRUCTURE
('THREEBEAM' / 'W BEAM & TOP RAIL) 128

POST TYPE PT4
POST OFF STRUCTURE
('THREEBEAM) 128

POST TYPE PT5
POST OFF STRUCTURE
('W BEAM / TRANSITION BEAM) 128

SECTION A 15

SECTION B 15

SECTION C 15

SECTION D 15

NOTES
1. FOR GENERAL NOTES REFER TO DRAWING N. 0238-BBB5.

CHAMFER TO POST DETAIL
POST TYPES - PT3 TO PTS, PT7 & PT8 15

This drawing is provided for the purpose of maintaining existing barriers only and is NOT to be used for the installation of NEW barriers.